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SYNOPSIS

Episode 4 - The Power of Three

Written by Chris Chibnall

Executive produced by Steven Moffat and Caroline Skinner

Directed by Douglas Mackinnon

Produced by Marcus Wilson

The Doctor and the Ponds puzzle an unlikely invasion of Earth, as millions of sinister black cubes
arrive overnight, almost like presents falling from the sky.

But what are they, what’s inside them and most importantly, who sent them? With the international
community at a loss, it’s left to the Doctor to unearth who is behind the mystery.

Guest stars: Mark Williams; Steven Berkoff and Jemma Redgrave

Episode 5 – The Angels Take Manhattan

Written by Steven Moffat

Executive produced by Steven Moffat and Caroline Skinner

Directed by Nick Hurran

Produced by Marcus Wilson

The Doctor's heart-breaking farewell to Amy and Rory - a race against time through the streets of
Manhattan, as New York's statues come to life around them....

With Rory's life in danger, the Doctor and Amy must locate him before it's too late! Luckily, an old
friend helps them and guides the way...

Guest stars: Mike McShane; Alex Kingston and Rob David
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STEVEN MOFFAT

Head writer and executive producer Steven Moffat gives us an insight in to what to expect from

the Ponds departure in The Angels Take Manhattan.

1) What can you tell us about this

episode?

There will be tragedy and there will be

Weeping Angels.  It is a heart-breaking

farewell to Amy and Rory.  We see the

Doctor and his little Amelia Pond race

through the streets of Manhattan to save

Rory with help along the way as River Song

charges back on to our screens, just in time

to say goodbye.

2) Why did you decide to set this episode in New York and to bring back the Weeping Angels?

There was something about the Weeping Angels and New York that just seemed to make sense to

me. And I thought of the story for this episode while in New York. It’s always good to find a new

form for them and we’ve got little cherubs this time.  I had loads of ideas for the Weeping Angels on

both the previous stories that I never got anywhere close to using, so it was good to find the

opportunity.

3) We know to expect Amy and Rory's departure in episode 5, why was it decided that this

should be the time for them to go?

All stories have to end, and painful though that is, the most important thing about a story is how it

finishes. I had over a year's warning to get this sorted out, and I'm very proud of what we've done. A

fitting end to the mighty era of the Ponds!

4) It must be quite different on set without Karen and Arthur?

I do miss the fact that Karen and Arthur aren’t around, that just seems strange, though I think we

have a really good ending for them. A change is companion is a well-known part of the show and

Jenna is fantastic and will do a great job.
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CHRIS CHIBNALL

Having previously penned the two-part story The Hungry Earth/Cold Blood, Chris Chibnall returned

to Doctor Who with episode two of the current series, Dinosaurs on a Spaceship and is also the

writer behind episode 4, The Power of Three, which has been described as a love letter to the

Ponds.

My episodes are about the final days of Amy and Rory and where their relationship is now,

showcasing quite an interesting Doctor and companion dynamic, explains Chris.

Doctor Who is the best show to write for, because of the actors and the scale of imagination that it

demands.  Being asked to do the impossible, it is the best job in the world! So what are Chris’

favourite episodes, I can’t answer that

they’re like children!  Ask me in a year or

two…..

With Doctor Who a 45 minute adventure

each week, it must be difficult to fit the epic

stories in to that timeframe? That is one of

those tricky things; the show demands big

ideas and big stories told in a relatively short

period of time.  It is an incredibly technical

show to write for.

In episode 2, Dinosaurs on a Spaceship, Chris introduced us to Rory’s dad Brian Williams played by

Fast Show star Mark Williams who also makes a return in episode 4. For me being a dad I did take a

bit of an element of that in to creating Brian, he is everything I worry I am going to become!  But

ultimately he is lovely with a big heart.  You kind of know that Rory’s dad has got to be a good man.

He starts off a bit fearful, but ends up being surprisingly well equipped at dealing with the adventure.

And I was really keen to introduce the audience to

some of Rory’s family, as we only had a few

episodes left with him.  I think by including him on

this adventure it also gave Matt, Arthur and Karen

something else to work with, adding a new

dimension.

That is the joy of Doctor Who, bringing characters
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who are happy in their lives and plonking them in crazy situations!

Episode 4, The Power of Three, is a different kind of earth invasion story and provides a bit of a

puzzle to the Doctor, Amy and Rory, but where did Chris get his influence for this story? A few years

ago, he explains, near where I live, the MSC Napoli got stuck in Lyme Bay.  A lot of its contents got

washed up on to shore and people just stared taking the contents.  I wanted to do a story based on

humanity’s ability to go ‘Oh look at that I’ll take that’.

Alongside the Doctor and trying to piece together the puzzle of this the strangest of earth invasions

is UNIT, They are a really efficient part of the show, remarks Chris. We needed someone to come and

deal with this strange situation and I don’t think Matt has had a story with UNIT, so that was a nice

thing to do.

They kind of act as a family for the Doctor and for the audience. So can we expect to see more of

UNIT in the future? I always love to see UNIT pop up, but whether they return, well that is a question

for Steven Moffat……
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THE RETURN OF UNIT

Having made their debut in 1967’s

The Web of Fear, UNIT (Unified

Intelligence Taskforce) hurtle back

on our screens in episode 4, The

Power of Three.

Previously led by Brigadier

Lethbridge-Stewart, a role made

famous by Nicholas Courtney, UNIT

return with a new leader in the form

of Kate, played by Jemma Redgrave.

Here Matt Smith and Steven Moffat share their thoughts on what it means to have fans’ favourite

UNIT back.

MATT SMITH

The Power of Three sees Matt Smith’s Doctor meet UNIT for the very first time and it just so

happens to have a new leader. Here Matt talks about working with Jemma Redgrave and what he

hopes it will mean for the fans.

I loved Jemma Redgrave!  She was graceful, funny and charming and an absolute delight.  UNIT’s

return is one for the fans.  I think they like cyclical things and we have a good story.  It was great to

do an episode with UNIT and I hope the true fans like it.

STEVEN MOFFAT

As Executive Producer, Head Writer and a lifelong fan of the show, Steven Moffat explains here

just how UNIT came to join the Doctor again.

When I was a kid, and just getting obsessed about the Doctor (still not recovered) it was the Jon

Pertwee era, and UNIT was as big a part of the show as the TARDIS itself. So when Chris asked if he

could bring them back I couldn't say yes fast enough. And being Chris, he gave it a clever little twist

which I know the fans are going to love.
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MATT SMITH

As he waves goodbye to his first companions as the Doctor, Matt Smith reflects on what he is

going to miss most about Karen and Arthur and what fans have to look forward to in episodes 4

and 5.

As well as shooting in new locations

and facing new monsters, this series

saw Matt get his first taste as the

Doctor of what it is like to be on the

receiving end of one of the show’s

most widely known formulas, a

change in companion.

It was terribly sad when they left and I

do miss them as we are great chums, Matt shares his thoughts on his last days on set with Karen and

Arthur, but they go with a bang and a tear. That is what the show is about and onward we go with

Jenna and she is doing terrifically well.

Before Matt and fans of the show wave goodbye to Amy and Rory, episode 4, The Power of Three,

pays tribute to the group, which have travelled through the space and time for the last three years.

It is a nice tender Amy and Rory story, explains Matt.

Penned by Chris Chibnall, the writer behind Dinosaurs on a Spaceship, the episode has been

described as a love letter to the Ponds.  Exploring just what happens when a Time Lord drops in and

out of their lives, the episode gives fans get a sneak peak at the chaos the Doctor brings to the Ponds

and the impact it has had on their relationships.  It also showcases what happens when the Doctor

comes to stay……

Taking a break from battling monsters,

Matt got a chance to play the Doctor at

home, I love the ordinary episodes as

that is when we see the Doctor at his

most alien, explains Matt. He washes

himself in a weird way and he plays a

computer game and you are like ‘Woah,

why is a Time Lord playing a computer
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game’.  He gets bored and mows the lawn.

While The Power of Three sees the Doctor and the Ponds puzzle an unlikely Earth invasion as millions

of sinister black cubes fall from the sky, episode 5, The Angels Take Manhattan puts the Doctor and

his companions face-to-face with what are universally described as the scariest of Doctor Who foe,

The Weeping Angels.

I love the Weeping Angels and I loved filming in New York, explains Matt, New York added scale to

the whole episode, which is just brilliant for Doctor Who.

Based on the children’s game Grandma’s footsteps, the Weeping Angels made their debut in Blink in

2007.

The Angels Take Manhattan also sees the return of Alex Kingston as River Song. It was great to have

River back, says Matt, and to use filmic locations like Central Park and Times Square. It is a fitting

ending for the Ponds, especially as the Weeping Angels are a Moffat creation.

With The Angels Take Manhattan billed as the Doctor's heart-breaking farewell to Amy and Rory

what are Matt’s final thoughts on saying goodbye to Karen and Arthur?

Just like in the show we would swap roles off set where sometimes I would be the older brother, or

dad, or Arthur would be the dad.  Lord only knows how much life informed art or art informed life

between the three of us, I will never know!

It was very sad to see those guys go, but we have five of the best episodes.  Without sound too gushy,

I adore them both, I really do.
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KAREN GILLAN

Having faced The Silence, an asylum filled with Daleks and almost been turned in to a Weeping

Angel, Karen Gillan meets this the scariest of modern day monsters in her final episode as she

waves goodbye to the TARDIS and her ‘raggedy man’ of a Doctor.  Here she sets out what have

been her favourite moments of the past few years and what we have to look forward to in

episodes 4 and 5.

I’ve had the most amazing amount of fun,

Karen is talking about her experience on

the show, which propelled her in to the

mainstream and to a household name.

Since starting as the companion on

Doctor Who in 2010 to new doc on the

block, Matt Smith, Karen has faced her

fair share of monsters, but who are her

favourites? The Weeping Angels

definitely, she states, there is something really sinister about them.  So is she glad to be leaving in an

episode that features them? Absolutely and Steven has written such a fantastic ending, I expect

tears!

While Karen hopes that fans will be in tears, she has admitted that she also shed a tear of two during

the read through of her last episode, The Angels Take Manhattan.  Annoying her co-stars by putting

off reading the episode for so long, she confesses that she didn’t want to find out the ending. Matt

and Arthur really wanted to discuss it with me, she explains, but I just couldn’t bring myself to read

it!

Before her departure in episode 5, Karen meets a new foe that is a little bit of a puzzle in The Power

of Three. Penned by Chris Chibnall it has been described as a love letter to the Ponds and provides

fans with a chance to see just what happens when a Time Lord drops in and out of their lives.

Guest stars include Steven Berkoff, Mark Williams and Jemma Redgrave, who takes on the role of

Kate head of UNIT, a part made famous by Nicholas Courtney as the Brigadier.

Set predominantly in the home of the Ponds, during The Power of Three the Doctor gets his hands

dirty doing some chores at a rapid pace, but just how handy would it be do have the Doctor as a

house guest? In some ways the Doctor would be a fantastic guest as he is so quick and has loads of

energy so you would never be bored……however you would also be very tired! He has the energy of a
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child, but quadrupled!  It was actually quite exhausting watching Matt act it all out, cleaning,

mowing the lawn, but he did them pretty well.

Just as any relationship changes as time goes by, the same applies to a travelling Time Lord and his

companions. Throughout the series

fans see Amy worrying that the

Doctor’s visits are becoming less

frequent and it almost seems that

Amy and Rory begin to pull away and

start to think about their own lives.

We get to see more a glimpse of what

Amy and Rory do when the Doctor

isn’t around, explains Karen, and how

their travels have affected their own

relationships with friends and family.  I think the Doctor also begins to realise how he has changed

Amy and what happens when he isn’t there; at first he doesn’t really understand it.

Despite putting off reading the script until the last moment when the time came, what were Karen’s

emotions going in to the last day of filming? Our last proper scene was the three of us walking in to

the TARDIS, which was fantastic, we just started hugging. The readthrough for the last episode was

actually the hardest bit to do, just because it was such a good script, such a good exit and it was like

‘Oh this is how it is going to happen’ – really surprising, but the best exit ever!

With Karen now working on other projects what is she going to miss most about the show? I will

miss spending time with my good friends Arthur and Matt; it has literally been the best time of my

life!
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ARTHUR DARVILL

Departing in The Angels Take Manhattan, Arthur’s character Rory has had a habit of coming back

to life, but will this be his final adventure?  Here Arthur talks about his last couple of episodes and

THAT heartbreaking departure.

The Power of Three sees the Ponds at home and fans getting a glimpse at Rory and Amy’s marital life

after that blip in episode 1, where it looked like divorce was on the cards for one of TV’s favourite

couples.  It was really good to spend some time playing the Ponds at home, Arthur explains,

travelling with the Doctor has its drawbacks and you get to explore some of that, something we

haven’t previously done.  I think it is a really good episode.

The Doctor would be terrible, Arthur exclaims at

the thought of having the Doctor as a house guest.

No matter how much he cleaned or made life fun,

he could destroy your whole house in a matter of

seconds, as you would never know what was going

to turn up at your door. He is not one to have

around if you want a quiet life.

The Angels Take Manhattan marks the departure of the Ponds, so what was it like to film in NYC? I

am such a massive fan of New York with it the being setting for many Woody Allen films and not to

mention Ghostbusters!  What made it extra special was that we all fell in love with the City at the

same time, so to film our last episode there was really fitting. And we got to shoot in filmic locations

like Central Park, which reflected the ambition of the entire episode.

Rory Williams has been known to die once or twice, so will he face the same fate? You will have to

wait and see, says Arthur giving absolutely nothing away.  One thing that we do know is that the

Weeping Angles are back. They are a classic Doctor Who monster, the scariest villains within Doctor

Who, declares Arthur, making for a very creepy episode, he hints.

But it is not only the full sized Weeping Angels that Arthur had to worry about in this episode.  The

Cherubs a miniature, but equally deadly version make an appearance and are menacing to say the

least.

River Song, played by Alex Kingston, also makes her return just in time to say goodbye. With other

guest stars confirmed as Mike McShane and Rob David.
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So what will Arthur miss about being on Doctor Who? Just being able to work with the best of the

best. The Angels Take Manhattan, Asylum of the Daleks, also The Girl Who Waited, Vampires in

Venice and the Eleventh Hour, as it was our first time all together, explains Arthur as he reels off a

list of his favourite episodes.

As Arthur moves on the several different projects, what does he hope fans will remember about

Rory? That he was fairly grounded, brave when he needed to be and that he always wanted

everyone to be safe. He was the health and safety companion! Oh and he looked pretty good

dressed as a Roman!


